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Queue Manager helps you seamlessly manage customer flow with a suite of tools that make it easy 
for your staff to stay on top of scheduled/walk-in appointments and deliver an on-site experience 
that exceeds customer expectations during every visit.

Concierge mobile app

With Concierge, employees have full 
visibility into their daily appointments and 
can check in customers as they arrive, 
manage walk-ins, update appointment 
stages, and transfer appointments to 
colleagues to minimize wait times. 
Managers get a real-time view of 
customer traffic and team performance 
so they can reallocate staff if needed.

Interactive kiosks

Interactive, self-service kiosks give 
customers control over their on-site 
appointments—whether they’re checking 
in close to their scheduled time or 
viewing current wait times before adding 
themselves to the queue. Customers can 
even opt-in to receive updates via text, 
empowering them to choose how and 
where they wait.

Digital queue displays

Digital queue displays inject transparency 
into the waiting process, helping to create 
realistic expectations for customers by 
letting them know their place in line and 
when they’re up next for service. The 
customizable displays can be integrated 
into your existing digital signage and 
automatically update as people check in 
and appointments are served.

The complete set of tools

Create an on-site experience 
that drives repeat traffic with 
Queue Manager

Connect with customers on every channel, and let them decide how to engage
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Key features and benefits

Personalized service

Boost upsell opportunities and deliver more personalized on-site 
experiences by providing employees with key appointment details

Real-time queue status

Give customers the freedom to spend their waiting time more productively 
by keeping them up to date on their queue position via texts

Estimated Wait Time & Alerts

Associates can set and meet customer expectations utilizing the Concierge 
mobile app showing estimated wait times based on true check-in and start 
times, staff utilization, appointment types and more. Location managers 
are proactively notified as customer wait times exceed thresholds

Detailed analytics

Capture insights throughout the entire customer experience so you can 
meet KPIs and optimize operations at all of your locations 

Who we are
TimeTrade helps leading brands optimize engagement through all phases of the customer relationship. TimeTrade’s Intelligent 
Appointment Scheduling solution harnesses the power of artificial intelligence to improve meeting scheduling strategies through real-
time customer insights and actions, producing better meetings and higher growth businesses, with TimeTrade customers outpacing their 
peers by nearly 3X. Tens of thousands of businesses—including leading global banks, retailers, and software companies—use TimeTrade’s 
appointments-as-a-Service platform to deliver the personalized attention expected by today’s on-demand consumers.

© 2019 TimeTrade is a registered trademark of TimeTrade Systems, Inc.  
All other company or product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT

Who it’s for

Banks and 
credit unions

Retail  
stores

Government 
offices

Colleges and 
universities

Health and 
wellness centers

Why you need it

83% of customers 
are likely to schedule an 
appointment if offered

92% of customers 
want faster, more 
personalized service

90% of consumer 
transactions happen on 
location—not online

Customer experience scores

Get valuable feedback post-appointment through automatically generated 
customer surveys

Ready to slash wait times and modernize the on-site experience?

https://www.timetrade.com/appointment-router-hp2-demo/

